**Application:**
Stereo speaker or home theater front/surround ideal for large and medium rooms.

Vantage combines a high-resolution XStat™ electrostatic transducer and PoweredForce™ woofer to generate deep, articulate, dynamic bass from an astonishingly compact cabinet.

**Key Features:**
- CLS™ XStat® electrostatic transducer
- Ultra rigid AirFrame™
- 200 watt PoweredForce 8-inch aluminum cone woofer
- Precision built advanced topology Vojtko™ crossover
- 35Hz level control
- Custom ETC™ spikes

**FINISH OPTIONS**
Black Ash
Natural Cherry
Dark Cherry
Maple

Visit configurator.martinlogan.com to explore the full range of finish options.

---

**NO COMPROMISE PERFORMANCE**
Living in the shadow of a speaker as impressive as the Spire™ is not easy. Vantage rises to the challenge by compressing Spire's ground breaking ultra-high-resolution XStat™, AirFrame™, and PoweredForce technologies into a surprisingly compact hybrid loudspeaker—at a surprisingly compact price. What do you give up? Basically, about a half octave of low bass and some peak output capability. No fooling, it just knocks us out what this smaller sibling can do—you have to hear it to believe it.

**Frequency Response**
34–23,000 Hz ± 3dB

**Sensitivity**
92 dB/2.83 volts/meter

**Impedance**
4 Ohms, 1 @ 20 kHz. Compatible with 4, 6, or 8 Ohm rated amplifiers.

**Crossover Frequency**
400 Hz

**High/Mid Frequency Driver**
40” x 9.3” (101.6 x 23.6 cm) CLS XStat electrostatic (372 in²/2,398 cm²)

**Low Frequency Driver**
8” (20.3 cm) 200 watt PoweredForce aluminum cone woofer

**Recommended Amplifier Power**
20–500 watts per channel

**Weight**
52 lbs. (23.6 kg) per channel

**Dimensions (HxWxD)**
57” x 10.7” x 16.25” (144.7 x 27.3 x 41.3 cm)